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ABSTRACT 
We consider optical networks implemented using Wavelength Dlvis~on Mult~plexing 
(WDM) techniques These networks are called Wavelength Routed Optrcal Networks 
(WRONs) WDM is essentially frequency division multiplexing in the optical frequency do 
main A llghtpath is an end-to-end optlcal channel whlch is setup ln a WRON by suitable 
optical switching and routing These hghtpaths could serve as high bandwidth pipes in a c m i t  
switched environment or could serve as the logical cornmumcation links (logical connections) 
for a vmety of high speed packet switched networks 
We study three problems that anse in a WRON The first problem is the design of optunal 
topologies for a packet switched WRON (refer [I] [3] and 141) The second is the problem 
of roubng and wavelength assignment for lightpaths in a clrcuit switched WRON (refer [2] 
and 171) F~nally we consider the problem of desigmg the physlcal fiber topology of a WRON 
(refer [%I) 
Topology design of packet switched WRONs involves (a) identifying the logical connectlons 
that are to be estabhshed (b) settrng up lightpaths (rnvolves routmg and wavelength assignment 
with no wavelength changers allowed) m the WRON to realize the logical connections and (c) 
routing the traffic on the logical connezbons so as to satlsfy the traffic demands We present for 
the first tlme a linear formulation (integer linear program) for the topology design problem with 
the objectwe of mmnimivng the maximum offered load (congestion) The linear formulaton 
takes into account the constmnts which an imposed by the resources of the network and the 
design policies The network resources are the number of wavelengths the fiber supports 
the number of transmitters and receivers and the physical layout (number of fibers between 
the nodes) The design policies we consider are (a) whether to allow multiple connectlons 
between a sourc~stinatron par or not (b) to have full duplex or simplex logical connectrons 
and (c) whether to limit the maximum number of hops a lightpath is allowed to take We will 
show by examples how the above constramts affect congestion We shall prove the optimum 
value obtaned is the same if some of the mequality constrants in the hear  formulation are 
replaced by equality constrrunts Thts helps in reducing the search space of the integer hear  
program For large networks we solve the linear program obtaned by relaxing the integer 
constrants (LP-relaxation) by adding ~nequalitles which are valid for the LP-relaxabon (cuttmg 
planes) but are superfluous in the integer linear progrm Thls LP-relaxabon y~elds a lower 
bound on the congestion One of the coeficients m the cuthng planes we add is a lower bound 
on the congesbon [8] This enables us to iterahvely improve the lower bound obtalned by 
the LP-relaxation by using the pmous  value In each step on the lower bound in the next 
step This not only helps in obtaming good lower bound but also forces some the the 0 1 
vanables close to zero or one which helps in roundmg (sethng vanables to zero or one) the 
vanables We solved the LP-relaxahon iteratwely for a 14-node network (NSFNBT) for venous 
cases The solutions obtamed were then rounded to obtan logical connections and a routing 
and wavelength assignment for the logical connectxons Subsequently a hear  programme was 
solved to obtam a routing pattern for the packet switched traffic on the logical connectmns We 
note that in several cases the congestion obtruned by rounding was very close to the lower bound 
on congest~on obtmned by solving the LP-relaxat~on 
In the problem of Routlng and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) m a circuit switched WRON 
we consider two related problems The first is that of maximizing the number of connectmns 
(Max-RWA) when the number wavelengths is fixed The second problem is of minimzing 
the number of wavelengths when the connections to be routed are fixed (Mzn-MA) We show 
some new bounds that may be obtluned for the Max-RWA and the Mzn-RWA problem We 
present for the first time linear formulations (integer linear programs) for the M A W A  and 
the Mzn-RWA which when solved provide the optimum solution when no wavelength changers 
are allowed (the case with full wavelength changers is easy to formulate) We solve the above 
linear formulation for small networks For large networks we solve the the LP-relaxahon and 
then round the solu~ons to obtam a feasible solution for the linear fomulatlon We develop 
rounding algonthms and solve the Max-RWA and the Mm-RWA problem for vmous networks 
(NSFNET BONNET UKNET) Another mtereshng aspect we look mto 1s how to obmn a 
linear formulatmn when we incorporate limited wavelength converters in a WRON We for the 
first time give a linear formulabon and prove that the mnequalitles of the formulation capture 
all valid routing and wavelength assignment possibilities in the WRON We prove that lf we 
impose some restnctions on the limited wavelength conversion capability then the number of 
constramts we need to consider is only quadratic in the number of wavelengths (m general it is 
exponential in the number of wavelengths) 
In the phys~cal fiber topology design for WRONs we consider the the problem of m n m z  
ing the total workmg fiber length In this problem we an gtven the connectrons to be set up the 
physlcal layout the unit cost of a ltnk and the maxlmum number of wavelengths supported by 
the fiber Our objective IS to deslgn a network capable of supportmg all the connections with 
minimum fiber length (proportional to cost) We wlll for the first tlme glve a linear formula 
tlon for the fiber topology problem whlch when solved gives the optimum solution As done 
earlier for large networks we develop roundmg algorithms on the solutions obtamed by solung 
the LP-relaxation to come up with a feaslble solubon to Integer hear program We show and 
also dlustrate with examples that the bound on the cost obtained by solving a relaxed hear 
formulation approaches the optimum cost as the number of connections that have to be routed 
becomes large 
